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ABSTRACT 

The most common fishes of the shoal waters (i. e., surface to 

3 m) of Lake George were inventoried by underwater observers during the 

summer of 1973. Using a lake perimeter approximation of ZlO km and the 

weight of collected fishes the adult and sub-adult populations and biomass 

were estimated (e. g., Redbrest sunfish, Lepomis auritus, n = 48,600, B = 

Z,576 kg.; Rock bass, ,Amb1oplites rupestris, n = 38,300, B = Z,480 kg.; 

Pumpkinseed sunfish, L. gibbosus, n = Z9,900, B = 1,58Z kg.; Smallmouth 

bass, Micropterus do1omieui, n = 16,900, B = 1,815 kg.). Figures for the 

first three mentioned species are considered reasonable approximations for 

for the entire lake. Because of movements into the deeper portions of the 

lake figures for the latter species are useful for the approximation of inci

dence in shallow waters only. If lake pel;'imeter is revalued, population 

estimates must be changed accordingly. Observations and literature review 

suggest that the species composition of the centrarchid populations of the 

lake have changed greatly in the past one hundred years. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The first major account of the fishes of New York State was 

prepared by DeKay (1842). It was not until 1903 that a second review 

was presented by Bean (1903). Mather (1891) was the first to focus on 

the Adirondack region. Needham, et al., (1922) and Greeley, et al., 

(1930) both conducted major studies on the fishes of the Lake George 

watershed. A number of more recent and specialized studies (e. g., 

Greeley, 1950) dealing with the fishes have appeared but population esti

mates regarding the fishes of Lake George have not yet entered the scien

tific literature. 

In an effort to remedy this situation and to provide basic data 

for systems modeling of this freshwater lake, as part of the International 

Biological Program, preliminary numbers of this nature have been gener

ated and are presented here. 

General Features of Lake George 

The various physical and geographical factors of Lake George 

have been described elsewhere (Ferris, 1971, 1972; Sherman, 1945; 

Clesceri, 1973; Aulenbach and Clesceri, 1973). 

The lake has a northeast-southwest orientation with an extent 

of 51 km and is divided into a northern and a southern basin by a sill 

area having a maximum depth of about Z5 m. The northern basin has a 

length of 28.6 km and a maximum depth of 53.3 m with an average depth 

of ZO.5 m. The mean width is Z.O km producing an area of 56.4 kmZ 

and a volume of apprOximately 1. 08 km3 . The southern basin has a 

length of 2Z.4 km and a maximum depth of 58 m with an average depth of 

15.5 m. The mean width is Z.6 km giving an area of 57.6 km and a 

volume of 1.02 km3 just slightly less than that of the northern basin. 

The length of the shoreline for north Lake George is 133.6 

km and that of the southern lake 76 km producing a total shoreline length 

of ca. 210 km. The total watershed area is 606 km2 of which 114 kmZ 



are lake surface giving a ratio of 606 kmZ watershed area to Z. I km3 of 

lake volume (i. e.. ZSS. 6). 

The basin floored with various and metamorphic rock types, 

is the result of faulting and graben foundation coupled with glacial scour

ing and daming. The lake surface varies around 97. Z m and is surrounded 

by forested mountains reaching elevations of 716' m above lake level. 

During the summer months the lake is thermally stratified 

with a major thermocline situated at about· 10 m. Epilimnetic temp.era

tures range from SoC to l4°C over the same period of time. Generally. 

oxygen concentrations in the deeper waters are high but lower readings 

(e. g.. 3 mg/l - OZ) are encountered seasonally in the southern basin in 

the vicinity of Lake George Village. Concentrations of key plant nutrients 

are generally low with average levels of 110 ug/l for total nitrogen and 

S ug/l for phosphorus thus limiting the growth of plankton and benthic 

plants to preserve a high transparency of typically 1% or more light re

maining at a depth of 10 m. Cultural eutrophication is apparent and water 

clarity is alleged to be declining. 

The . littoral zone is typically compriSed of fractured base rock 

and glacial erratics producing a mix of faceted to well rounded boulders 

which in turn provide much interstitial space. Sediments rise to different 

levels depending upon wave and current exposure to further diversify the 

littoral zone. however, sediment dominated frontage is restricted to no 

more than 10% of the lake perimeter. 

The southern basin exhibits four well enclosed bays, Northwest 

Bay at the northern end of south Lake George and Dunham, Harris and 

Warner Bays at the south end of this basin. Each of thes'e bays carries 

a well developed marshland bisected by a meandering tea-stained brook. 

Other bays of the lake are generally open and well flushed by wind-gener

ated currents and seiche. 

Ice cover is established in late December or January and is 

disrupted usually in the middle of April. 

The lake frontage has undergone much development, especially 
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along the western aspect of the southern basin where the more gentle re

lief has permitted construction. The most northerly extreme lake point, 

the site of the lake's outlet at Ticonderoga, New York, has also attracted 

development because of the available water power. The extreme beauty of 

the lake with its verdant relief and constellations of islands (especially 

those of the Narrows) supports additional summertime activities. Year 

around residency is approximated at 5,000 to 6,000 persons while summer 

residents average about 40,000 during the months of June, July and August. 

The sole source of man controlled wastes arises from domestic sewage. 

With the exception of Bolton Landing, New York and Lake George Village, 

New York, where there are primary- and secondary wastewater treatment 

facilities respectively, the remainder. of the nutrient-rich sewage is treated 

via septic tank-soil absorption systems. Also the numerous islands that 

consist primarily of bedrock and are present throughout the lake and are 

for camping, picnicking, etc. have at least one and usually more than one 

"pit privy" on each island for sanitation purposes. Nevertheless, all 

wastewater effluents, either treated or untreated, are sources of inorganic 

and organic nutrients for each .sub-system bio-component of Lake George 

or any aquatic ecosystem. 

METHODS 

Relative to Lake George the usual means of population assay 

using capture-recapture methods and catch per unit of effort are expensive, 

difficult to apply and awkward in relation to the heavy boat traffic and the 

establishment of negative opinions by the general public viewing collections. 

At the same time the lake with its remarkable transparency provides the 

opportunity for the easy and direct method of underwater observation and 

enumeration by trained divers. This method is given further utility at 

Lake George because much of the perimeter is relatively steep which in 

turn concentrates (during the spawning months of May, June, and July) the 

several prominent species of Centrarchidae present. 

Two or more divers, depending upon the profile of the 
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shoreline:under study, participated . .in the· counting process. Each diver 

was outfitted.:with exposure suit, faceplate;', snorkel, fins and'a plexiglass 

plate sanded to provide a surface suitable. for in ~ ,data tabulation with 

a graphite pencil. The tally boards were marked with a sector and the 

name for each species likely. Groupings, swimming position in the water 

column, proximity to nest or other submerged 'feattiresand approximate 

size were routinely recorded for specimens of each species observed. 

The inventory swims were run: parallel to shore and with the 

shore on the right of the .observers. The diver closest to shore first po

sitioned himself about three meters from this shore. The next diver 

oriented about three meters to the ieft and slightly to the rear of the first 

diver. The third and fourth swimmers oriented in the same manner. 

Counting included only those fishes which passed to the right 

of each observer. The most lakeward observer would also tally fishes 

which moved offshore away from the counting team on his. left. 

In cases where a fish would be. in a questionable position the 

two observers would declare the proper assignment by hand' signals. 

During the course of the run, the divers would surface fre

quently to assure proper spacing by means of additional. hand signals. The 

magnifying properties of water tend to be disorienting unless this is done 

regularly. 

Docks, toppled trees and other obstructions were usually 

covered by the most shoreward swimmer while the other swimmers waited 

in position. Areas beneath boats and dock planking and within rock cribs 

were closely inspected regardless of their complexity. 

Swimming speed was slow usually being well below one-half a 

kilometer per hour. More rapid swimming tended to "drive" the encounter, 

fish ahead or into concealed and to reduce coherence of the team. 

On completion of a run, as roughly approximated in distance 

prior to beginning, the exact distance was assessed by means of a measure 

ing rope. 

At the close of the run, one or more swimmers would canvas 
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the adjacent deeper waters' and the shore further along the run to sense 

the presence of heavy concentrations of fish which might have been missed. 

Fourteen sites related to long-standing stations in Lake George. 

a part of the U. S. International Biological Program, were established; 

seven on the west shore and seven on the east. Existing station numbers 

were coupled with the letter E or W to designate the localities (see Figure 

1 ). 

The littoral zone was typed according to relationship of sedi

ment cover to base rock. A "type I shore" had a visible sediment-base 

rock junction above the water level. A "type II shore" had such a junction 

in the wave disturbed zone which was assumed to be three meters deep. 

The presence of a base-rock bordered edge of disturbed lighter sediment 

marked this type of shore. "Type III shore" consisted of a sediment cover 

which "edges" between the top of the thermocline and below the disturbed 

zone. Finally, "type IV shore" has a base-rock and sand edge below the 

epilimnion (i, e., greater than 10 m). The entire frontage of the lake was 

then mapped on the basis of inspection according to this method. The per

centages of total lake perimeter, 1. e., ZIO km, were then determined for 

comparison with the type character of the inventory sites to assure that 

our sampling was representative (see Table I). 

Following completion of the visual fish recording phase by 

swimmers, the sites were revisited and a gang-type gill net (c. 38 m; lZ5') 

was set in a semicircle with each end running to shore. Swimmers then 

monitored the net removing fish for study. Fish sighted within about ZO 

meters of the net were driven into it thus providing a sampling area of 

about 300 m Z• The smaller meshed sections of the net, 1. e., lIZ" square 

mesh, were especially useful in the capture of bass as the fish would at

tempt to drive through the net and could, in the process, be enclosed and 

brought to the surface. Such a sampling method, though strenuous, usually 

harvested most of the fish present in about one hour without the usual cap

ture bias typical of traps and gill nets. Sepcimens were then weighed for 

biomass determination. 
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RESULTS 

Approximately five kilometers of shoreline, i. e., Z.4,,/0 of 

entir:~perimeter, were surveyed yielding a total o.f 3, Z94 fish of ten differ· 

ent spec~es three ·of which, the killifish (Fundulus diaphanulI), the rainbow 

trout (Salmo gairdneri), and the Johnny darter, (Etheostoma nigrum) were 

observed in small numbers. Five species of the C~trarchidae, the red· 

breast sunfish (Lepows auritus), the rock basa {Ambloplites rupestris), 

the pumpkins,eed (Lepomie gibbosus), the smallmouth bass (Micropterue 

dolomieui), and the largemouth basa (Micropterue &almoides) constituted a 

total of 3,164 or 97% of all fish obeerved (eee Table II). 

U sing the shorelength approximation of Colon (1971, 1912) of 

Z09.6 km and the numbers of each species inventoried per km. it is pos· 

sible to approximate the total numbera and the bioman of the adult n"umberE 

of the species for the entire lake (see Table III). 

A total of l,53Z fish were olll8erved over Z.67Z meters of 

western shore and I, 76Z fish were observed over Z, Z80 m of eastern shore 

to produce a figure of 573 fieh/km and 773 fish/km respectively. A total 

of l,40Z fish were observed over Z,150 m Of shoreline for the l!Iouthern 

basin and 1,.335 fish/Z, Z5Z m for the northern basin giving a figure of 65Z 

fish/km and 593 fish/km for the southern and northern bal!ins rl!spectively. 

Numbers. of fish/km ranges ·from a low of 360 at Orcutt. Bay 

at Station Z and a high of 1,640 fish along the heavily developed frontage of 

the western shore of Warner Bay in the southern basin. Other sites yield

ing few fish were Huddle Bay and the open bay north of Anthony's Nose. 

Other high yielding sites were French Point and Paradise Bay in the Narrov. 

and the site north of Racket Island. 

Inspection of the total lake perimeter produced figures of 18, 

45, Z9, and 8 percent for type I, II, III, and IV shore respectively. The 

sampled areas were composed of 17, 44, 36, and 3 percent of types I, II, 

III, and IV shore respectively indicating that sampling was reasonably repre 

sentative and with· the maximum error ill the type.IV shore category. 
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DISCUSSION 

The approximations as presented are based on several key 

assumptions. The first and foremost is that the bulk of each species popu

lation was present in the depths of water surveyed. The second was that 

the counting technique was reliable and not seriously disturbed by 1) con

cealment by the fishes present, Z) flight prior to counting, 3) duplicate 

counting, 4) adequate species recognition, 5) an inadequate number and/or 

representation of study sites, and 6) exclusion of offshore shoal areas from 

total lake perimeter approximations. 

Treating of each point in order we can offer that direct obser

vation by divers and substantiation by gill net· capture affirms that three 

(i. e., redbreast, rock bass, and pumpkinseed) of the five contrarchid spe

cies noted were restricted to the observed depths during the observation 

period (Neth and Pfeiffer, 1960; Neth, et al., 1961; Pfeiffer, 1966). The 

spawning behavior of the group as well described by Breder (1936) and 

many others emphasizes the concentrations of adults of the several species 

in relatively shallow waters during the time of the year of the survey. 

Smallmouth bass females ranged deeper and further offshore beyond the 

scope of our sampling. Nest or fry tending males were usually observed 

at depths well sampled by the survey. Error from this quarter will be 

especially significant in areas having boulder and base-rock bottom compo

sition. Another source of error is the inclusion in the visual counts but 

not in biomass capture of young smallmouth bass which are, unlike the othe 

species, conspicuous in the open littoral zone. 

Counts for the largemouth bass are also subject to error be

cause of their presence in depth beyond our survey but probably not to the 

degree noted for the smallmouth. We also noted that largemouth bass when 

present were very large (1. e., greater than 50 cm TL) and associated with 

conspicuous submerged features such as tree trunks and dock debris, boat 

houses and docks. In that such features are usually at or close to the 

water's edge and thus visible to the study team relatively few individuals 

were probably missed. Young of the year along with the earlier year 
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classes were almost invariably restricted to marshes such as Dunham 

Bay Marsh and Northwest Bay Marsh and well clos.ed embayments such 

as Paradise Bay, and stream mouths as illustrated by Huddle Brook and 

Shelving Brook. 

The numbers for the yellow perch are quite insufficient as a 

basis for lakewide approximations because all evidence, including gill net 

capture, sonic trace and diving observation, indicates the presence of this 

species at much greater depths than those covered. The yellow perch 

data however should prove quite useful in approximating numbers of the 

species under the conditions of observation. 

The numbers for northern pike are also questionable because 

of depth and the elusiveness of the species. A number were seen but 

they usually kept a distance of 8 or more meters from the observing team. 

Concealment is a source of minimal error for the redbreast, 

pumpkinseed, and the rock bass, and care was taken to inspect rock inter

stices and dock cribs closely. Usually, such places were free of fishes 

if the observers had moved slowly. Other studies affirm the adequacy of 

direct visual census of contrarchids. In a study by Reed (1971) a 10.2 ha 

pond was inventoried by diving, electroshocking and rotenone poison to 

illustrate the comparability of results (along with the efficiency of the 

diving method). 

Flight prior to counting seems a problem in the counting of 

rainbow trout and perhaps other salmonids. The several rainbows counted 

maintained great distances and often times fled the survey areas entirely, 

unlike the centrarchids which maintained position. 

Species recognition was not a problem even for the redbreast 

and pumpkinseed sunfishes. Opercular sh.ape and coloring, anal fin color

ing and the irridescence of the dorsal aspect of the caudal peduncle in the 

redbreast sunfish usually permitted rapid discrimination, even in the mixed 

aggregations of the two species. A few :hybrids may have been assigned 

to one species or. the other but this should not have a serious source of 

error. 
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The extent of inventoried area was sufficiently representative 

but probably inadequate in extent.' The ti.me available to the observers 

and the limited period that the several species wer'e on the spawning 

grounds both constituted serious limits. An earlier beginning during the 

following year will prove most useful here. Future studies should (and 

will) include repeats at selected sites in order to b'etter a8Bess the relia

bility of the counting process. 

The lake perimeter approximations of Colon (1972) may be 

less than actual because there are a number of shoals which harbor the 

species in question and such shoals, not breaking the water surface, would 

not have entered the perimeter calculations. A good contour map of the 

lake is yet to be prepared and will be a great asset when it becomes avail

able. When a revised perimeter figure becomes available fish numbers 

can be modified appropriately. 

Focusing on the four species which are best evaluated in the 

study (redbreast sunfish, rock bass, pumpkinseed, sina.l1mouth bass) we 

can approximate aggregate minimal numbers of 133,700 adult and sub-adult 

individuals weighing about 8. 45 metric tons. Assuming a lake perimeter 

of ZlO km this means a .minimum of about 0.64 fishes per meter of shore

line. Assuming that the populations were restricted to a 10 m wide band 

the density of the four species of fish is 0.064 per square meter or 640 

per ha. 

kmZ) it 

If the biomass density is calculated for the entire lake (i. e., 114 

is about. 07 g/mZ. If considered for a perimeter width of 10 m 

alone it is about 4 g (wet weight) per square meter. 

The contribution to numbers and biomass of the younger fishes 

(1. e., 0+, 1+ year classes, and less than 40 mm TL) not included in the 

study is a complex question. Such small individuals were present in mini

mal numbers at the sites during the study; the young of the year yet to 

appear; the young of the previous year decimated in number over the inter

vening year. Concentrations of young did occur, however, in the several 

marshes, among the persistent foliage and twigs of fallen trees and around 

docks and boat houses. The significance of such nursery areas seems 
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great for both immature and adult fish. A single such structure often 

contributed cover for 50% or more of the fish occupying a one-hundred 

meter long stretch of shoreline. Thus cover along with the spatial dis

tribution of young is a key point needing consideration. 

Given their distribution in the demersal section of the eu

photic zone. the overall role and importance of the centrarchids in the 

regulating of energy and substance in Lake George seems great but the 

focus in both time and space of such action is highly seasonal. Actively 

feeding adult populations are dispersed in the littoral zone during the 

spawning periods while during the winter food consumption drops greatly 

and fish are collected into schools which range into deeper water. Im

mature individuals are usually tied to areas providing cover. The amount 

and kind of food entering the diet must be expected to vary greatly within 

each species making modeling efforts difficult but it seems clear that adult 

and sub-adult individuals constitute the bulk of the biomass and "channelling 

influence" present. 

The interaction of the four prominent centrarchids with the 

three other prominent species of the lake. i. e., the yellow perch. the 

cisco and the lake trout is a subject for considerable conjecture. Conver

sations with professional guides, officers of the New York State Department 

of Environmental Conservation and the examination of a number of lake 

trout stomachs suggests that centrarchids enter into the diet of lake trout 

in a minimal degree and then only during the colder months when the trout 

and centrarchids are not separated by the thermocline. The 0+ and 1+ 

year classes probably bear much of this predation. The cisco, on the other 

hand. appears to be the favored prey of the larger lake trout. However, 

yellow perch may be entering the diet of the lake trout in increasing num-

. bers. especially in the northern basin. 

Predation on centrarchids seems to be focused on the younger 

year classes with much loss occuring during the first weeks after hatching. 

Older year classes appear to be harvested by the northern pike and lost 

through the influence of parasites and disease. The abundance of dead fish 
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both floating and stranded on shore was notable during our studies and 

haa been mentioned by others (Needham, 1922). During July and early 

August 1973, downwind shores often exhibit one or more fish per meter 

of .shoreline thus constituting a significant percentage of the mortality 

for the centrarchid populations of the lake. Ring-billed gulls (Larus 

delawarensis) were seen to eat these dead fish. Given the 1,300 indi

viduals counted for the entire lake on 23 August, 1973, each with a 

metabolic demand of from 35 to 45 K cal/kg/hr., much dead fish could 

be consumed by this compartment of the ecosystem alone. Migratory 

gulls could thus be an important export mechanism as well. The dimen

sions and implications of nonpredatory mortality on the centrarchids of 

Lake George emphasizes the need for a better pathology of the species 

involved. 

Species composition of the eentrarchid population of the 

Adirondacks and Lake George appears ·to have changed in recent deca:des. 

Today, the most abundantly represented species is the redbreast sunfish. 

Mather's report of Adirondack fishes for 1882 as published in 1891 did 

not list the species. Neither did Evermann and Kendall (1902) in their 

annotated list of fishes of the Lake Champlain watershed. Similarly, 

Bean (1903) failed to report it for the watershed; restricting its distribu

tion to the Hudson River basin. It is mentioned as being present in Lake 

George in 1921 by Sibley and inspection of the collection catalogues of 

Greeley's 1929 studies (Olin Research Library, Cornell Univ.) reflect the 

presence of the speciea in Lake George eitht years later. The same 

catalogues also point to the presence of the species in Lake Champlain. 

Thus, there is the possibility that the redbreast sunfish, with 

a more extensive distribution to the south, is a relatively new constituent 

of the Lake George fish fauna. Its strongly planktivorous diet, as revealed 

by stomach analysis of Lkae George specimens, thus may place it in more

or-less direct competition with the cisco. 

Spawning aggregations of sunfishes often included both red

breast and pumpkinseed sunfishes and thus, along with some dietary overlap 
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competition may be occurring between these species, as well. The rock 

bass with its diet of larger invertebrates such as crayfishes, and its 

more nocturnal habits, is probably experiencing less competition. 

The absence of thE! largemouth bass in the records of the 

1929 survey of Lake George is also interesting. Today, although more 

restricted to marshes and weedy bays than the smallmouth bass, the 

largemouth bass, M. salmoides is a notable species of the lake. 

The smallmouth bass is apparently a long term resident at 

Lake George· even though a relative newcomer to ·most other Adirondack 

lakes. A. N. Chaney (1896) comments quite positively regarding the 

distribution of smallmouth bass in eastern New York. "Lake George -

has always had black bass so long as man can remember, and they pre

sumably came in from the Great Lakes through the St. Lawrence River 

and Lake Champlain" (p. 102, 1896). He further notes that the small

mouth bass entered the Hudson-Mohawk watershed with the completion of 

the Erie Canal in 1925. Saratoga Lake appears to have played a major 

role in the fostering of a population which in turn supplied the key stock 

for New England. The competitive interaction of the two black bass 

species awaits additional investigation in Lake George. 

Although never seen in our swimming surveys, the black 

crappie, Pomoxis nigromaculatus, was collected (one specimen only) in 

our netting efforts and subsequent conversations with state conservation 

officers and review of capture records on file in the Warrensburg, N. Y. 

offices of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 

indicates that this species is now becoming more frequent in Dunham and 

Northwest Bays. 

Emphasis is given to the high liklyhood of the changing fish 

species in order to guide those active in constructing models of the sys

tern. The system is dynamic in both the sense of flux of matter in energy 

and the species components responSible for the processing of the matter 

and energy. It will be a major accomplishment for those concerned with 

ecosystemic modeling when they can predict a tendency for change of 
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species composition of the community. Lake George has been aaeailed 

by stocking effor~s without. establishment, the case of the smelt, Osmerus 

mordax, and the. Walleye, Stizostedion vitreum, being examples. The 

absence of the bluegill in Lake George in spite of the presence of the 

species in Lake Champlain coupled with the present vagility of species 

through bait sale and transport is another example. On the other hand, 

the development of the redbreast, the black crappie and the largemouth 

baIlS may serve as examples of establishment through relatively minor 

stocking efforts. 
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FIGURE 1 

Fish survey stations were established in the littoral 

zone to the east (E) and west (N) of the stations al

ready established as part of the Lake George -

IntE!rnational Biological Program Study. 
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lAS!,.! II Shore Chnr4~ter for Fish Inventory Sltee at ~ake George, New York 

(July. August, 1973) 

Site Site !"!!l8 th I·enctb Qi~ 0' F.ach Shore !!ee2 Preunt 
...!2.:- .l,.ocaUtl 1 (1'1.) 1 ·11 III 1'1 

IOE Plum P01nt-Crosbys1de 380 380 

lOW Tea 181and 460 92 368 

201 Sheldon Pt., Warner Ray 230 92 138 

2011 Orcutt Bay 400 120 120 160 

30B 1,.1 ttle - t:>help. Isla. ('11c. ) 340 272 68 

3011 Huddle Bay 340 102 170 68 

40B Paradbe Bay 260 78 13D 39 13· 

40W rrencb Point 290 58 203 29 

SOB RAcket t. vic. 37.0 148 222 

50W Silver Bay Vic. 442 133 309 

6011 Lambshanty·llay 320 48 156 16 

601l Jenk1ns Point Vic. 370 185 185 

7011 Anthony Nos. '11c. 380 114 266 

70W Juniper X. Vic. 370 19 16" . 185 

Totel H. 4936 843 2210 1773 126 

X of Inventory 100 17 36 3 

X of f(>tal Lake Front (210 km) 2.4· 18 45 29 8 

1. Locality namaa follou1na Newland and Vaughn (1942). 

2. See text for definition of sbore types. 



Table II: The number of fish by species seen at 14 shore sites at Lake George, New York. 
Observations were made during July of 1973 

NUmber of Fish Observed By Site !! S'.lrfr.l3tions 

20 40 Sf) 60 70 
'I ,. 

I % Total 10 3f) 'Total 
Species W E W E W E W E 

,~-
W E W E ilAll ~itc~ All ~H"s 

RedbreASt 1 

"I '.'" I I 
(Leeomls auritus), 114 142 51 134 43 80 91 54 27 H9 70/ 90 46 1 

·H.~ -_ ... _-_ ... 
541 421 905 

Rock Bass 
(A~b1oe11tes ruEestris) 44 67 40 59 23 22 ,118 58 167 128 44 39 27.5 

, 
48'1 

Pumpkinseed 
391 I (Lepaml. glbbosus) 105 Sl 23 139 41 2 38 105 44 12 26 34 707 21.5 , - , 

Sma11mouth nass 

I (MicroEterus do1omieui) 41 28 27 11 18 36 48 12 45 42 24 23 29 16 400 12.1 

Yellow Perch I (Perea flavescens) 5 3 3· 23 6 1 1 21 0 0 21 1 0 0, 85 2.6 

'Largemouth Bass I , 
I 

(tUcroeterus salmoides) 2 1 0 11 (') 3 2 6 2 1 2 0 C o . 30 
, 

0.9 . ! 

01 

, 
Northern Pike 

51 (E!:.ox lucius) 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 11 0.3 
I 

" Other 
1 

, 
I , 

( S s£ccics ) 

144 3781 131 

2 I 4 1J 7 0.2 

Total Fish' (N) 301
1 

I 
139 ~ 3,2~4 If)f).O 311 292 146 256 285 362 210 1891 150 

Length of Run in meters 460 380 400 230 340 340 2901 2601 442 370 37f) 320 370 380~ 4,952 H j 

H2 
--

3600f2070 306013060 261012340 5304 t330 444012880 
r-' ~ " Total Area 4140 3420 3330b420' 47,004 M-l ----

36011643 ' 3851429 L0381985 645, 978 S68 591 ~t-;~~-' N/l,OOo.. 676 768 q ,8~7 , 71)6.9 (i') 

N/10,ooo..2 Cha.) 751 854 400 182~ 428 477 1153 1094 537 1087 473 656 450 406 10;59? I 742.1(~,> ' 
. 

. . 



Table III: Approximate numbers of individuals and biomass for prominent 

littoral fish species of Lake George, New York. Observations 

were made during the daylight hours of July, 1973. 

--_ .. " ... """ ... ,,-"""_._---.-----
Ave. Wt. 

Species Approx. Number in gms (n) 

-_._---"_ .... "".,, .. ,," "'"''''''''''''-''''''''''''' ""."",,------,-------
Redbreast Sunfish 

(Lepomb auritus) 

Rock Bass 
(Amb1oplites rupestris) 

Pumpkinseed Sunfish 
(Lepomis gibbosus) 

Smallmouth Bass 
(Mieropterus salmoides)· 

Yellow Perch 
(Perea flavescens) 

Largemouth Bass 
(Mieropterus salrnoides) 

Northern Pike 
(~ lucius) 

Other 

48,600 53.00 (75) 

38,300. 64.74 (70) 

29,900 52.90 (53) 

16,900 107.40 (51). 

(3,600) 87.00 (257) 

(1,300) 

(500) 

(300) 

---_._._--_ .. --_." ----- .. ---"--

Totals (exel. nos. in parens) 133,700 

Biomass (kg) 

2,576 

2.480 

1,582 

, 1,815 

(313 kg) 

\ 
8,453 




